
Gin and on it at Le Cocó
Sundays (if you let them) can frankly be a little bit rubbish.
And in the winter – even worse. Chances are you’re nursing a
mild to moderate hangover. There’s life admin to smash. And
then the potential doom that often comes when you spy the
return to work on the horizon.

This  often  means  that  Sundays  don’t  have  that
carefree Friday feeling. They’re the waiting room for the
working  week.  However,  as  I  discovered  last  Sunday,  it
definitely doesn’t have to be that way and Sunday Funday most
certainly doesn’t have to remain as some intangible insta
friendly phrase – especially not in this city.

Le Cocó, the cosy little Chueca spot that I reviewed back in
the  summer,  is  now  playing  host  to  ‘Gin  and  Cookie’
afternoons.  You  show  up,  you  drink  gin,  you  eat  cookies.
There’s not much not to love. Between 5-8pm on both Saturdays
and Sundays, there’s a DJ on the decks helping you to keep
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your party pants on until your alarm pretty much goes off on
a Monday morn.

In my previous Le Cocó post I mentioned just how how lovely
the decor is and now that winter is really starting to bite,
it’s the perfect place to bunker down for an afternoon and
enjoy some copas in good company.
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It goes without saying that each bite of the cookies was well
worth the calories. The red velvet ones in particular deserve
a mention as I could’ve happily munched the lot – but clearly
needed to leave some room for the perfectly mixed G&Ts.





So if like me, you’re keen to eek out the dregs of the weekend
until the bitter end, make a date at Le Cocó. Remember, the
weekend isn’t over until the fat lady sings. Or in this case,
you’ve eaten all the cookies.
hello

Info
Instagram, Facebook & Website
Address: C/ Calle de Barbieri, 15
Metro: Chueca
Phone: 915 21 99 55

I went loco for Le Coco.
Picture the scene. Lashing rain. Lightning illuminating the
dirty teabag coloured sky. Rumblings of thunder so fierce that
part of my apartment window collapsed (true story, that’s not
just for dramatic effect). Oh and have I mentioned that this
is July in Madrid, not November in Blighty? So you can only
imagine my level of ganas when it came to venturing out into a
monsoon on a bleak and downright bloody freezing Thursday
evening.
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The reason for rallying was that my Mum was in town and I
didn’t fancy having to try (and realistically fail) to produce
dinner from the slim pickings in my fridge. So off we waded to
Le Coco; a short stroll over to the neighbouring barrio of
Chueca with our brollies in tow. From the outside Le Coco is
dinky and unassuming, well, that’s what I could make out from
my rain soaked fringe at least. But upon entering, not only
was it a haven of dryness, it was a cosy one at that.
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As soon as we were seated (which was immediate) we were handed



a  drinks  menu.  We  happily  plumped  for  pisco  sours,  which
brightened both of our moods – shame the same couldn’t be said
for  the  colour  of  clouds  that  loomed  ominously.  Anyways,
enough of my weather related whining, let’s get cracking on
the food because boy we did we eat our bodyweight. In our
defence, as it felt like winter outside we definitely packed
in enough dishes to help us with insulation.

So  first  there  were  prawn  dumplings,  plump,  juicy  and
incredibly  moor-ish.  I  ate  6  without  breaking  a  sweat  –
although sweat I did, when I dragged myself to a 9am pilates
class the following day to work them off. Next came tempura
langoustine that rendered me speechless. Friends will confirm
that this only usually happens when I’m asleep, so for a dish
of something shrimpy to shut me up, well, we’re talking about
the unfathomable here. They were amazing. Genuinely. Le Coco
is worth a visit for this reason alone.
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Now some peeps might have been full after those couple of
helpings, not us. Remember the rain, well it had started up
again by this point, which gave us the perfect excuse to plump
for tacos, a burrata the size of my fist, before ending with
the crème de la creme of pasta dishes – and I’ve been to
Puglia, I think I know my stuff. It heaved with lobster, crab
and  cream.  I  don’t  know  what  they  did  with  these  three
ingredients but it was downright orgasmic. Hell, if that dish
were a man, maybe I’d date it – frankly it was infinitely more
delicious than the bulk of Tinder’s offerings. I jest, but
really, for a place that looked on first glance similar in
style to many, many places in the area, the food was anything
but predictable.





We wrapped the evening up with a couple of celebratory cavas
for making it out of the house to battle the elements. And I
left  having  forgotten  that  my  red  suede  shoes  (or  my
Dorothy/Wizard of Oz shoes as I liked to affectionately refer
to them) are basically now akin to soggy road kill. Sometimes
things don’t look that pretty from the outside, Le Coco goes
to prove that it’s what’s on the inside that counts.
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